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Blick-Homepage
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Why should we make our homepage smarter?

● Homepages of news sites serve the same content to every user – disregarding specific interest.
● Space on the top of the frontpage is limited, so editors decide which content users get to see.

● Our personalization engine Fox learns and knows which content is relevant to each user.
● A clever mix of personalized and manually curated content increases both: KPIs and brand value.
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How does the personalization engine work?

Analysing text and 
subject

Semantic analysis of 
every new content on 
Homepage

User activities

Accumulation of user 
activities (Topics, read 
articles etc.)

User profiles

Merging user activities and 
semantic analysis of content 
leads to different user profiles

Segments

Based on user profiles the 
engine develops different and 
automated segments
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How does the segmentation work?
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How does
it look?

● Sorry. User don’t see any difference – except that 
they should find more interesting content on the 
homepage.

● If you want to see the difference of the 
personalized Homepage and the 
Baseline-Homepage: Open www.blick.ch on 
incognito mode with your browser. This works 
only if your profile is already allocated to a 
segment.

(A PDF with this chart is added separately)
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What are the traffic 
results?

● The overall success of the 
personalized positions in all segments 
is measured against the manually 
curated version.

● The manual version is shown to 10% 
of the users to serve as a baseline.

● On the personalized positions, the 
uplift in is at around 10%, measured 
in clickthrough rate (CTR).
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Really? That good?
● Yes! The clickthrough rate for the 

whole homepage has increased on 
average by 4%.

● Users as a whole get to see more of 
the editorial content of Blick (35 
items opposed to 20 items on the 
manually curated baseline version).

● The bottom line (0%) in this chart 
is the traffic for the manually 
curated version of the homepage.
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It’s not at all a 
short-dated effect!

● Even the session duration of the 
whole Homepage has increased by 
roughly 5%.

● So the users seem to find more 
interesting content on our 
homepage.

● The bottom line (0%) in this chart 
is the traffic for the manually 
curated version of the homepage.
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In the end: Let’s talk about journalism
● Personalization doesn’t only benefit the traffic: 

The newsroom can also use the gathered data to discover hot topics.

● By  monitoring the Fox engine in real time, site editors can identify content which is unexpectedly 
sought after – and react accordingly.

● It even unburdens the site editors from micromanaging the homepage, 
saving time for quality assurance on the storys.

Thank you! 
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